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Purpose: 

 
The purpose of this policy is to outline the processes for handling all rejected and returned 
products.  
 
Policy: 
 
The Company ensures that rejected products and products returned from customer 
facilities meet company policy requirements for identification, investigation, segregation, 
and meet FDA food handling regulations. In many cases, the Company classifies rejected 
and returned products as customer complaints, which are subject to Policy 1.5 Customer 
Complaint Management. Due to varying circumstances surrounding rejections and returned 
product events, NSM and Partner Corporate Quality Assurance have the responsibility for 
determining disposition.  
 
1.0 Customer Expectations: For all claims and credits, NSM requires customers to submit 

complete and accurate information surrounding the problem. Requirements may 
include but are not limited to a timely notification, evidence of the issue, and itemized 
distribution of charges for which they’re requesting recompense.  
 

1.1 Communication: NSM requires customers rejecting product to immediately 
contact Customer Service to discuss options, e.g., product destruction or 
product return. Customers requesting to return a product must notify NSM 
within 15 calendar days of receipt for all visible defects that would not be 
identified during unloading. Latent defects, such as product clumping or 
foreign material claims, are not subject to the 15-day requirement. 
 

1.2 Evidence: NSM requires customers to provide photographic evidence of 
issues for investigative purposes. Photographs are required for all claims 
relating to damage, contamination, product condition, etc.  

 
1.3 Credit Information: In cases where direct payment or credit memo is issued, 

customers are required to submit an itemized breakdown of requested 
charges.  

 
1.4 Product Security: NSM requires customers to reseal rejected conveyances or 

seal conveyances scheduled to return products. Acceptable seals are 
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numbered, metal seals applied to ensure product integrity and prevent the 
product from being further downgraded. NSM requests that Customers 
communicate seal information for the returned product. 

 
1.5 Short Pay: NSM does not permit customers to short pay and requests that 

customers follow standard credit protocols.  
 

2.0 Rejected Product: NSM classifies rejected product as a product that customers have 
not received into inventory and warehouses. While rejected product is typically not 
removed from the conveyance, rejected product may include pallets that the 
customer removes from the conveyance and immediately returns after the discovery 
of an event resulting in rejection, e.g., trailer suitability, wrong product. Return 
authorizations are generated on a case by case basis for rejected product. 

 
3.0 Returned Product: NSM classifies returned product as a product that customers have 

received into their inventory and warehouses. NSM requires return authorization 
processes for all returned products and does not authorize returned products to be 
redistributed to customers in the product’s current state. 

 
4.0 Return Authorization: A return authorization is a written authorization to return a 

product to an NSM/Partner-controlled warehouse or factory. The return authorization 
process ensures that returned products are received, inspected, accounted and that 
NSM grants applicable credit to the customer.   

 
4.1 Issuance: Customer Service generates and issues return authorization forms 

by emailing information to the Receiving Warehouse/Factory Contacts, 
Facility QA, Orders@natsugar.com, Quality@natsugar.com, and 
Transportation@natsugar.com.  
 

4.2 Receipt Verification: Facilities involved in receiving the returned product, 
perform inspections, document receipt, verify seal placement, and verify 
return quantities. After receipt and documentation, Receiving Warehouses 
email completed portions of the form to all included on the original email 
correspondence. 

 
4.3 Disposition: NSM Quality Assurance in coordination with Partner Quality 

Assurance determine the suitability of the returned product and provides 
disposition based on the inspection information provided by the receiving 
facility. Quality Assurance submits R.A. form to all included on the original 
email and adds Inventory by adding Inventory@natsugar.com.  

 
4.4 Inventory Adjustments: Inventory Department adjusts inventories at the 

receiving facility, and this process triggers customer credits. Upon completion, 
Inventory submits finalized forms to all on the email correspondence.  

 

mailto:Orders@natsugar.com
mailto:Quality@natsugar.com
mailto:Transportation@natsugar.com
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5.0 Residual Bulk Product: In cases where the customer cannot receive the total balance 

of a bulk vessel due to inventory failures, Customer Service notifies the customer 
that product cannot be returned as sellable product. NSM doesn’t discount the 
returned amount and may bill the customer additional handling/disposal charges.  If 
the customer can receive the remainder of the balance or a top-loaded reshipment 
within 24 hours and agrees to the detention charges and return freight if applicable, 
facilities may hold trailer and return or top load to the same customer.  
 

6.0 Product Disposition: Due to varying circumstances surrounding rejections and 
returned product events, Partner and NSM Quality Assurance have the responsibility 
for determining disposition.  

 
Responsibility: The responsibilities for implementing this policy are:  
 

Customer Service: Responsibilities include customer communication regarding 
rejections and returned products and issuance of return authorizations.  
 
Quality Assurance Team: Responsibilities include determining the disposition of 
returned and rejected product by completing disposition portions of return 
authorizations and for the determination of customer credit for amounts that exceed 
USD 500.00.  
 
NSM Vice President of Logistics: Responsibilities include the determination of 
customer credit for amounts that exceed USD 500.00.  
 
NSM Inventory Team: Responsibilities include generating credit orders and 
correction orders for all return authorizations and completing the inventory portion of 
return authorizations.  

 
Forms & Documents:  
  

Doc. No.: Doc. Title: Description: 

7.4-01 Return Authorization A documented authorization to return the 
product to an NSM/Partner controlled 
warehouse. Return authorizations verify 
products, quantities, and authorize 
inventory adjustments. 

 
Amendments: 
 

Date: Rev. No.: Description: 

04/08/2019 0 New policy generated to incorporate partner facilities. Revisions 
considered NSM, Amalgamated, and SMBSC policies.  

 


